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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the invariance, under weakly compact
perturbations, of various essential spectrums of closed, densely defined linear
operators acting on Banach spaces which possess the Dunford-Pettis property.
Both bounded and unbounded perturbations are considered. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a complex Banach space. By an operator A on X we mean a
Ž . Ž .linear operator with domain D A : X and range R A : X. We denote
Ž . w Ž .xby C X resp. L X the set of all closed, densely defined linear
Ž .operators resp. the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on X.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For A g C X , we let s A , r A , and N A denote respectively the
Ž .spectrum, the resolvent set and the null space of A. The nullity, a A , of
Ž . Ž .A is defined as the dimension N A and the deficiency, b A , of A is
Ž .defined as the codimension of R A in X. The set of upper semi-Fred-
holm operators is defined by
F X s A g C X : a A - ‘ and R A is closed is in X , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q
and the set of lower semi-Fredholm operators is defined by
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Ž . Ž . Ž .while F X denotes F X j F X . The set of Fredholm operators is" q y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by F X s F X l F X . If A g F X , the number i A sq y
Ž . Ž .a A y b A is called the index of A.
It is well known that if A is a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space,
the essential spectrum of A is the set of limit points of the spectrum of A
Ž .with eigenvalues counted according to their multiplicities , i.e., all points
Žof the spectrum except isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity see, for
w x.example, 22, 23 . When A is a non self-adjoint closed, densely defined
linear operators on Banach spaces, there are several definitions of the
essential spectrum which coincide for self-adjoint operators on Hilbert
Žspaces. At least six have been mentioned in the literature see, for
w x.instance, 6, 8, 9, 11, 15, 18 , most are enlargement of the continuous spec-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .trum. Let r A [ F , r A [ F , r A [ F j F , r A [1 qA 2 yA 3 qA yA 4
Ž . Ž . Ž .F , r A the set of those l g F such that i l y A s 0 and r A theA 5 A 6
Ž . Ž .set of those l g r A such that all scalars near l are in r A . Following5
w x Ž w x. Ž .9 see also 6 , we let s A denote the complement in the complexei
Ž .plane of the sets r A , 1 F i F 6, respectively. These are called essentiali
spectra of the operator A.
w xThis work is inspired by 13 where essential spectra of non self-adjoint
closed densely defined linear operators are discussed on L spaces. Thep
analysis uses the concept of strictly singular operators which possess some
Ž w x.nice properties on these spaces cf. 14 . The aim of this paper consists in
providing a detailed analysis of various essential spectrums of non self-ad-
joint closed, densely defined linear operators on Banach spaces with the
Dunford-Pettis property. This is accomplished by means of weakly compact
perturbations. When dealing with bounded perturbations, our strategy is
w xsimilar to that in 13 . It consists in showing that, if X has the Dunford-
Pettis property, then the class of weakly compact operators behaves like
strictly singular operators on L spaces. In particular, they are polynomi-p
Ž . Ž .ally compact and form a closed two-sided ideal, F X , of L X . Combin-
w xing these facts with Proposition 4 in 16 we prove the stability of the sets
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F X , F X , F X , and F X under perturbations in F X which isq y "
a basic step in our approach. To extend this framework to unbounded
perturbations many difficulties arise, and solely partial results are ob-
tained.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall some
definitions and results needed in the rest of the paper. The case of
Ž .bounded perturbations is discussed in Section 3. Indeed, if A g C X and
Ž . Ž .X has the Dunford-Pettis property, it is proved that s A s s A q Tei ei
Ž . Ž .for all T g F X and i s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. This result holds true for s .e6
Ž . Ž . Ž .provided that r A is connected and neither r A nor r A q T ise5
empty. Moreover, sufficient conditions guaranteeing the invariance of the
Ž .sets s . , i s 1, . . . , 6 under such perturbations are given and a spectralei
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Ž .mapping theorem for s . is proved. In Section 4 we extend a part of thee5
results obtained in Section 3 to a large class of perturbating operators
Ž . Ž .containing F X which we denote by AF X . It consists of those opera-
Ž . Ž .tors T which satisfy D A : D T and T is weakly compact with respect
Ž . Ž .to A see Definition 4.1 . In particular, it is proved that if A g C X then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s A s s A q T for all T g AF X and i s 2, 4, 5. Further, if r Aei ei e5
Ž . Ž . Ž .is connected and neither r A nor r A q T is empty then s A se6
Ž .s A q T . We present also a new refinement of the definition of thee6
Ž . ŽSchechter essential spectrum in terms of operators in AF X Theorem
.4.2 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ž . Ž .Let X be a complex Banach space. For A g C X , let F resp. FqA yA
Ž . wdenote the set of those scalars l such that l y A is in F X resp.q
Ž .x Ž . ŽF X while F resp. F denotes the set F l F resp. F jy A " A qA yA qA
.F . In the next proposition we recall some well known properties ofyA
Ž w x.these sets cf. 4, 10, 19 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. i F , F , and F are open,qA yA A
Ž . Ž .ii i l y A is constant on any component of F ,A
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii a l y A and b l y A are constant on any component of FA
on a discrete set of points at which they ha¤e larger ¤alues. e
Ž .Let A g C X and define the sets
s A [ l g C such that l y A f F X [ C_F , 4Ž . Ž .e1 q qA
s A [ l g C such that l y A f F X [ C_F , 4Ž . Ž .e2 y yA
s A [ l g C such that l y A f F X [ C_F , 4Ž . Ž .e3 " " A
s A [ l g C such that l y A f F X [ C_F , 4Ž . Ž .e4 A
s A [ C_ r A ,Ž . Ž .e5 5
s A [ C_ r A ,Ž . Ž .36 6
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .  Ž .where r A [ l g F A ; i l y A s 0 and r A [ l g r A such5 6 5
Ž .4 Ž . Ž .that all scalars near l are in r A . s . and s . are the Gustafson ande1 e2
w x Ž . w xWeidman essential spectra 9 . s . is the Kato essential spectrum 11 .e3
Ž . w x Ž .s . is the Wolf essential spectrum 22, 23 . s . is the Schechter essen-e4 e5
w x Ž .tial spectrum 18, 19 and s . denotes the Browder essential spectrume6
w x15 . Note that, in general, we have
s A : s A : s A : s A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e3 e4 e5 e6
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But if X is a Hilbert space and A is self-adjoint on X then
s A s s A s s A s s A s s A s s A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
Ž .As a simple consequence of these definitions is that s . , i s 1, . . . , 6, areei
closed subsets of the complex plane.
Let us now recall another definition of the Schechter essential spectrum
Ž w x.which may be also encountered in the literature see, for example, 18, 19 .
Ž .Indeed, let A g C X ,
s A s s A q K , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Fe5
Ž .KgK X
Ž .where K X stands for the ideal of compact operators on X.
The following proposition, owing to Schechter, shows the equivalence
Ž . Ž .between 2.1 and the definition of s . given above:e5
w xPROPOSITION 2.2 18, Theorem 5.4, p. 80 . Let X be a Banach space and
Ž .A g C X . Then,
l f s A if and only if l g F A and i l y A s 0. eŽ . Ž . Ž .e5
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. An operator S g L X is called strictly singular if the
restriction of S to any infinite-dimensional subspace of X is not an
homeomorphism. e
Ž .The set of all strictly singular operators on X, S X , is a closed
Ž . Ž .two-sided ideal of L X containing K X . If X is a Hilbert space then
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.K X s S X see, for example, 5, 10 .
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. An operator T g L X is said to be weakly compact if
Ž .T B is relatively weakly compact for every bounded subset B : X. e
Ž .The family of weakly compact operators on X, F X , is a closed
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.two-sided ideal of L X containing K X cf. 3, 5 . Note also that if
Ž . Ž .X s L V, S, dm where V, S, dm is a positive measure space or X s1
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽC K with K is a compact Hausdorff space then F X s S X cf.
w x.16, 17 .
DEFINITION 2.3. A Banach space X is said to have the Dunford-Pettis
Ž .property for short property DP if for each Banach space Y every weakly
compact operator T : X “ Y takes weakly compact sets in X into norm
compact sets of Y. e
The Dunford-Pettis property as defined above was explicitly defined by
w xGrothendieck 7 who undertook an extensive study of this and related
w xproperties. It is well known that any L space has the property DP 2 .1
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Ž .Also, if V is a compact Hausdorff space then C V has the property DP
w x w x w x7 . For further examples we refer to 1 or 3, p. 494, 497, 508, and 511 .
Note that the property DP is not preserved under conjugation. However, if
X is a Banach space whose dual has the property DP then X has the
Ž w x.property DP see, e.g., 7 . For more information we refer to the paper by
w xDiestel 1 which contains a survey and exposition of the Dunford-Pettis
property and related topics.
The following elementary lemma is needed later.
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that X has the property DP, then
F X F X : K X . eŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let T , T g F X . If U is a bounded subset of X, then T U is1 2 1
relatively weakly compact. Accordingly, since X has the property DP,
Ž Ž .. Ž .T T U is a relatively compact subset of X. That is, T T g K X , and2 1 2 1
the proof of lemma is finished. Q.E.D.
Finally, we mention the following two results which we will use in the
sequel.
w xPROPOSITION 2.3 18, Theorem 2.5, p. 169 . Let X, Y, and Z be Banach
Ž .spaces, and let A be an operator in F X, Y . Suppose B is a closed, dense-
Ž .ly defined linear operator from Y to Z such that BA g F X, Z . Then B g
Ž .F Y, Z . e
w xPROPOSITION 2.4 18, Theorem 2.7, p. 171 . Let X, Y, and Z be Banach
spaces, and let A be a closed, densely defined linear operator from X to
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y. Suppose B g L Y, Z with a B - ‘ and BA g F X, Z . Then A g
Ž .F X, Y . e
3. INVARIANCE OF ESSENTIAL SPECTRA
In this section we investigate the stability, under bounded weakly com-
pact perturbations, of essential spectra of closed, densely defined linear
operators acting on Banach spaces which possess the Dunford-Pettis
property. We begin with the following preparating result which is crucial
for our purposes.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A g C X and let T g F X . If X has the
property DP, then
Ž . Ž . Ž .i if A g F X then A q T g F X ,q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii if A g F X then A q T g F X ,y y
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii if A g F X then A q T g F X ," "
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv if A g F X then A q T g F X and i A q T s i A . e
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Ž . Ž . wRemark 3.1. The statements i and ii were already considered in 20,
xLemma C . The idea of the authors was to generalize a Kato's perturbation
w xtheorem 11, Theorem 5.22, p. 238 to weakly compact perturbations on
Banach spaces which possess the property DP. Their proof for the asser-
Ž . w xtion i uses the tools developed in 11, Chap. IV . Here we give a different
and short proof for this result based essentially on the properties of strictly
Ž w x.singular operators on these spaces see 16, 17 . Unfortunately, for the
Ž .statement ii , their proof is not correct. Indeed, since the property DP is
not preserved under conjugation, their conclusion requires the fact that
the dual space X U of X must possess the property DP. Here we give a
proof of this result without this additional hypothesis. e
Ž . wProof of Proposition 3.1. i Since X has the property DP then, by 16,
x Ž . w xProposition 4. a , T g S X . Therefore the use of 10, Theorem 2 ends
the proof.
Ž . wii Assume that X has the property DP. According to 16, Proposi-
x X Ž . Xtions 4.b and 3.b , T the dual operator of T is strictly singular on X .
Ž . w x XNow, applying i and 11, Theorem 5.13, p. 234 to the operators A and
T X we conclude the desired result.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii This immediately follows from i and ii .
Ž . Ž . w xiv If A g F X then, by 19, Theorem 3.7, p. 13 , there exist
Ž . Ž .B g L X and K g K X such that
AB s I y K , on X . 3.1Ž .
Hence
A q T B s I y K q TB s I y W on X , 3.2Ž . Ž .
Ž . Žwhere W s K y TB. Since A q T g C X , it is easily seen that D A q
Ã. Ž . 5 5 5 5 5 5T s D A becomes a Banach space X if x s x q Ax is chosen asA
Ã ÃŽ .the norm. Let T be the restriction of T to D A . Clearly, A and T are
Ãbounded operators from X into X. On the other hand, it follows from
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.1 that AB g F X and i AB s 0. Together with Proposition 2.4 this
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .gives B g F X, X and i A s yi B .
Ž .Moreover, using the fact that F X is a closed two-sided ideal contain-
Ž . Ž . wing K X we conclude that W g F X . Thus, Lemma 2.1 and 13, Lemma
x Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .2.2 together with 3.2 imply that A q T B g F X and i A q T B s
Ã ÃŽ .0. Now since B g F X, X , it follows from Proposition 2.3 that A q T g
ÃŽ . Ž w x Ž ..F X, X or equivalently, by 18, Corollary 1.6, p. 166 , A q T g F X
Ž . Ž .and i A q T s yi B .
Consequently,
i A q T s i AŽ . Ž .
as required and the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
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The following theorem is our first result.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let A g C X and let T g F X . If X has the property
DP, then
s A s s A q T for i s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.Ž . Ž .ei ei
Ž . Ž .If , further, the complement Cs A of s A is connected and neithere5 e5
Ž . Ž .r A nor r A q T is empty, then
s A s s A q T . eŽ . Ž .e6 e6
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let l g F . Then l y A g F X and by Proposition 3.1 iqA q
Ž .we have l y A y T g F X , i.e., l g F . Thus F : F .q qŽ AqT . qA qŽ AqT .
Ž .Conversely, if l g F then l y A y T g F X . Thus, PropositionqŽ AqT . q
Ž . Ž .3.1 i and the equation l y A s l y A y T q T imply l g F . HenceqA
F : F . Therefore we have F s F which ends theqŽ AqT . qA qA qŽ AqT .
proof for i s 1.
In the same way one checks easily the statement for i s 2, 3, and 4.
Ž .To prove the assertion for i s 5, take l f s A . Then, by Propositione5
Ž . Ž .2.2, l y A g F X and i l y A s 0 and therefore Proposition 3.1 gives
Ž . Ž .l y A y T g F X and i l y A y T s 0. Again, applying Proposition
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.2 we infer that l f s A q T , i.e., s A q T : s A . Analogously,e5 e5 e5
Ž .using Propositions 2.2 and 3.1 i¤ and arguing as above we derive easily
Ž . Ž .the inclusion s A : s A q T which ends the proof.e5 e5
Lastly we prove the statement for i s 6. It follows from the case i s 5
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žthat Cs A q T s Cs A . This set contains points of r A and r Ae5 e5
. Ž . Ž . w Ž .q T . Accordingly, since a l y A and b l y A resp. a l y A y T
Ž .x Ž .and b l y A y T are constant on any component of F resp. FA AqT
except possibly on a discrete set of points at which they have larger values
Ž . Ž . Ž .see Proposition 2.1 , it cannot contain points of s A or s A q T .e6 e6
Ž . Ž . Ž .This together with the inclusions s A : s A and s A q T :e5 e6 e5
Ž .s A q T leads toe6
s A s s A and s A q T s s A q TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .e5 e6 e5 e6
and the result follows. Q.E.D.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 we have:
Ž .COROLLARY 3.1. Let A g C X . If X has the property DP, then
s A s s A q T for i s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Fei ei
Ž .TgF X
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Further, if s A - ‘ and the complement Cs A of s A is connected,e5 e5
then
s A s s A q T ,Ž . Ž .Fe6 e6
Ž .TgF X
Ž . w Ž .  Ž .4where s A denotes the spectral bound of A s A s sup Rel: l g s A .
e
Ž .Using 2.1 we will give, in the following theorem a refinement of Eq.
Ž .3.3 for the Schechter essential spectrum.
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Let A g C X . If X has the property DP, then
s A s s A q T . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Fe5
Ž .TgF X
e
Ž . Ž .Remark 3.2. Observe that, in general, we have K X ; F X . Thus,/
Ž . w Ž .xTheorem 3.2 provides an improvement of the definition of s . cf. 2.1e5
for the class of Banach spaces considered here. Also, it may be regarded as
w xan extension of Theorem 3.1 in 12 to general Banach spaces with the
property DP in terms of weakly compact operators. e
Ž .Proof of Theorem 3.2. Set J [ F s A q T . If l f J, thenT g F Ž X .
Ž . Ž .there exists T g F X such that l g r A q T , i.e., l g F andŽ AqT .
Ž . Ž . Ž .i l y A y T s 0. Since F X is a two-sided ideal of L X we infer that
Ž .y1 Ž . Ž .l y A y T T g F X . Therefore, by Proposition 3.1 i¤ , one sees that
Ž Ž .y1 . Ž . Ž Ž .y1 .I q l y A y T T g F X and i I q l y A y T T s 0. Next,
Ž .Ž Ž .y1 .using the relation l y A s l y A y T I q l y A y T T together
Žw x.with Atkinson's theorem 18, Theorem 1.3, p. 163 we get l g F andA
Ž . Ž .i l y A s 0. Now applying Proposition 2.2 we conclude that l f s Ae5
Ž .and therefore s A : J. To complete the proof it suffices to prove thee5
Ž . Ž . Ž .containment J : s A . This follows from the inclusion K X : F X .e5
Q.E.D.
In the next theorem we give a practical criterion for the invariance of
essential spectra under bounded perturbations.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Let A, B g C X and assume that X has the property DP.
Ž . Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .y1 Ž .If , for some l g r A l r B , l y A y l y B g F X , then
s A s s B i s 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.Ž . Ž .ei ei
Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er, if s A - ‘ and the complement Cs A of s A is connected,e5 e5
then
s A s s B . eŽ . Ž .e6 e6
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Remark 3.3. Note that Theorem 3.3 for Kato's essential spectrum
Ž . w x Ž .i s 3 is Lemma D in 20 with an erroneous proof and extends a
w xprevious result, due to Kato, 11, Problem 3.8, p. 244 . On the other hand,
the result obtained for i s 5 may be viewed as an extension of Theorem
w x3.2 in 12 which was established in the special case, where X is an L1
w xspace. Moreover, it generalizes 19, Theorem 4.7, p. 17 to the class of
Banach spaces considered here. e
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that
Ž .l s 0. Since 0 g r A we can write
m y A s ym my1 y Ay1 A , m / 0. 3.5Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž y1 y1.Since A is one to one and onto, then we have a m y A s a m y A
Ž . Ž y1 y1. Ž .and R m y A s R m y A . This shows that m g F resp. F ifqA yA
y1 Ž .y1 y1and only if m g F resp. F . Similarly, we have m g F if andqA yA A
y1 y1 y1 Ž .y1only if m g F . Therefore, since A y B g F X , then the use ofA
Proposition 3.1 shows that
F s F , F s F , F j F s F j F , andqA qB yA yB qA yA qB yB
F s F .A B
Ž . Ž .Thus we conclude that s A s s B for i s 1, 2, 3, 4.ei ei
Consider now the case i s 5. We have seen above that F s F . UsingA B
y1 y1 Ž . Ž . Ž .the fact that A y B g F X , it follows that i h y A s i h y B for
w Ž .x Ž .each h g F Proposition 3.1 i¤ . On the other hand, we have A g F XA
Ž . Ž .and i A s 0. Consequently, for all m g F , Eq. 3.5 leads toA
i m y A s i my1 y Ay1 . 3.6Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . ŽApplying 3.6 to both A and B we see that F s F and i m y A s i lA B
.y B for all l g F . Now the use of Proposition 2.2 completes theA
proof. Q.E.D.
We continue with another useful stability result for the Wolf and the
Schechter essential spectrums.
THEOREM 3.4. Let A and B be two closed, densely defined linear opera-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tors in F X . Suppose that there are A , B in L X and W , W in F X0 0 1 2
such that
AA s I y W , 3.7Ž .0 1
BB s I y W . 3.8Ž .0 2
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Ž .If X has the property DP and A y B is in F X , then0 0
s A s s B . 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .e4 e4
Ž . Ž .If , further, 0 g F l F such that i A s i B s 0, thenA B
s A s s B . 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .e5 e5
Remark 3.4. The statement concerning the Schechter essential spec-
Ž . w xtrum, s . , generalizes 19, Theorem 4.8, p. 17 . ee5
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let l g C. Combining Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8 we
get
l y A A y l y B B s W y W q l A y B . 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 2 0 0
Ž . Ž .If l f s B , then l g F . Since B is closed, D B endowed with thee4 B
Ž5 5 5 5 5 5.graph norm x s x q Bx is a Banach space. Let Y denoteB
Ž Ž . 5 5 . w xD B ; . , the use of 18, Corollary 1.6, p. 166 shows that l y B gB
Ž . Ž . w xF Y, X . Moreover, Eq. 3.8 , 13, Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.4 imply
Ž . Ž . Ž .that B g F X, Y and consequently l y B B g F X . This together0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .with 3.11 and Proposition 3.1 shows that l y A A g F X and0
i l y A A s i l y B B . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž .Similarly, since A g C X , using 3.7 and arguing as above we obtain
Ž . Ž Ž . 5 5 . Ž . Ž .A g F X, Z , where Z [ D A , . . But l y A A g F X , byA0 0
Ž . wProposition 2.2 we have l y A g F Z, X . Hence, applying 18, Corollary
x Ž . Ž .1.6, p. 166 we obtain l y A g F X and consequently l f s A , i.e.,e4
Ž . Ž .s A : s B . The opposite containment follows by symmetry and thee4 e4
Ž .proof of 3.9 is complete.
Ž . Ž .Next we prove 3.10 . If l f s B then, by Proposition 2.1, l g Fe5 B
Ž . Ž .and i l y B s 0. Since W , W g F X , Lemma 2.1 implies that they are1 2
Ž . Ž . wpolynomially compact. Therefore, Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8 together with 13,
x Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.2 give i AA s 0 and i BB s 0. Now using the Atkinson0 0
Ž . Ž .theorem and the fact that i A s i B s 0 we obtain
i A s i B s 0. 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Applying again, the Atkinson theorem to 3.12 and using 3.13 we get
Ž . Ž . Ž . w Ž . xi l y A s i l y B . Consequently i l y A s 0 because i l y B s 0 .
Ž . Ž .Hence, according to Proposition 2.2, l f s A which proves s A :e5 e5
Ž .s B . The opposite containment follows by symmetry. Q.E.D.e5
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A g C X and assume that X has the property
Ž . Ž . Ž .DP. If s A s s A and T g F X , then there is at most a denumbrablee6 e5
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set S of complex numbers such that
s A q mT s s AŽ . Ž .e6 e6
Ž .for m f S . If Cs A consists of a finite number of components, then S ise6
discrete. e
Ž .Proof. Let m be a complex number. Since mT g F X , applying Theo-
rem 3.1 we get
s A q mT s s A s s A .Ž . Ž . Ž .e5 e5 e6
Ž . Ž .Let L be an arbitrary component of Cs A s r A and let l be anye6 6 0
Ž . <point of L. By definition see Section 1 , there is a neighborhood 0 - l0
< Ž .y l - « in which l g r A . Let l be any point in this neighborhood.1
For all m the operator A y l q mT is a Fredholm operator and for m not1
in a discrete set S ,
a l y A y mT s b l y A y mT s 0Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž .i.e., l g r A q mT . Since L : F , it cannot contain any point of1 Ž AqmT .
Ž . Ž .the set s A q mT . Since Cs A consists of at most a denumerablee6 e6
number of components, the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
Finally, we close this section by establishing a spectral mapping theorem
Ž . Ž w x.for s . in a special case which occurs in applications cf. 13 . Beforee5
stating our result, we first recall that the spectral mapping theorem holds
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x wtrue for s . , s . , and s . 6 . However, a counterexample given in 6,e1 e2 e4
x Ž . Ž .p. 23 shows that, in general, it is false for s . and s . .e3 e5
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A and A be two elements of C X satisfying1 2
Ž .A y A g F X and assume that X has the property DP. If , further,1 2
Ž . Ž .s A s s A and f is a complex-¤alued function locally holomorphic one4 1 e5 1
Ž . Ž .  4s A j s A j ‘ then1 2
f s A s s f A , k s 1, 2. eŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .e5 k e5 k
Ž .Proof. For k s 1 the result follows from the hypothesis s A se5 1
Ž . w Ž .xs A and 6, Theorem 7 a . Consider now the case k s 2. The contain-e4 1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. w Ž .xment s f A : f s A follows from 6, Theorem 7 b . It remainse5 2 e5 2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..to show f s A : s f A . Let l g f s A , then there existse5 2 e5 2 e5 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .m g s A such that l s f m . Hence using the hypothesis s A se5 2 e4 1
Ž . Ž .s A and Theorem 3.1, for i s 4, one obtains m g s A . Therefore,e5 1 e4 2
wapplying the spectral mapping theorem for the Wolf spectrum 6, Theorem
Ž .x Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..7 a we obtain f m g s f A . Since s f A : s f A , wee4 2 e4 2 e5 2
Ž . Ž Ž ..infer that f m g s f A which completes the proof. Q.E.D.e5 2
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Ž .Remark 3.5. If instead of assuming that A y A g F X we suppose1 2
that A and A satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 or 3.4, the result of1 2
Proposition 3.3 remains valid. It suffices to replace in the proof above the
statement ``Theorem 3.1 for i s 4'' by ``Theorem 3.3'' or ``Theorem 3.4.'' e
4. EXTENTION TO UNBOUNDED PERTURBATIONS
The aim of this section is to extend a part of the results obtained in the
Žprevious one to a large family of perturbing operators not necessarily
. Ž .bounded which contains the ideal F X . Precisely, let X and Y be two
Ž .Banach spaces and let A,D A ; X, be a closed linear operator from X
into Y. Set
5 5 5 5 5 5x s x q Ax , x g D A .Ž .A
Ž .It follows from the closedness of A that D A endowed with the norm
Ã5 5 Ž Ž . 5 5 .. is a Banach space. In this new space, X [ D A , . , A is aA A
Ãbounded operator from X to Y. If T is an operator from X to a Banach
Ž . Ž . Ž .space Z with D A : D T , the restriction of T to D A can be regarded
Ã Ãas an operator T on X to Z.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A and T be operators with the same domain
Ž .space X but not necessarily with the same range space . The operator T
Žis called A-weakly compact or relatively weakly compact with respect to
. Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .  4A if D A : D T and for any sequence x , x g D A , with both xn n n
 4  4and Ax are bounded, the sequence Tx contains a weakly convergentn n
subsequence. e
ÃClearly, T is A-weakly compact if and only if T is weakly compact. If
Ž .X s Y, we denote by AF X the set of all A-weakly compact operators
on X.
The proofs of the results discussed below depend in a crucial way on the
Ž . Ž .following proposition which extends Proposition 3.1 i and i¤ to the
family of A-weakly compact perturbations.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A g C X and let T g AF X . Assume that X
has the property DP, then we ha¤e:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i If A g F X then A q T g F X .y y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If A g F X then A q T g F X and i A q T s i A . e
Ž .Remark 4.1. The stability of the set F X , under A-weakly compactq
perturbations, seems to be an open question. e
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Ž .Proof of Proposition 4.1. As mentioned above, D A provided with the
Ã5 5norm . is a Banach space denoted by X, and we can regard T and A asA
Ã Ã Ãoperators from X to X. They will be denoted by A and T respectively.
ÃŽ .These belong to L X, X . Furthermore, we have the relations
¡ Ã Ã Ãa A s a A , b A s b A , R A s R A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
~ Ã Ã 4.1a A q T s a A q T , Ž .Ž .Ž .¢ Ã Ã Ã Ãb A q T s b A q T and R A q T s R A q T .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .i Since T g AF X , T g F X, X . Therefore, using the fact that
w xX has the property DP together with 16, Propositions 4.b, 3.b we infer
ÃX Ã X ÃXŽ .that T the dual operator of T is strictly singular from X into X . But
ÃX X ÃX ÃX ÃXŽ . w xA g F X , X , hence 10, Theorem 2a implies that A q T gq
X ÃXŽ . w x Ž .F X , X . Accordingly, by 11, Theorem 5.13, p. 234 and Eq. 4.1 weq
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .have b A q T s b A q T - ‘.
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If A g F X , then by 4.1 we have A g F X, X . Hence, it
Ãw x Ž .follows from 18, Theorem 2.1, p. 110 that there exist B g L X, X and
Ž .K g K X such that
ÃAB s I y K , on X 4.2Ž .
which leads to
Ã Ã ÃA q T B s I y K q TB s I y W on X , 4.3Ž .Ž .
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .where W s K y TB. Clearly, Eq. 4.2 implies that AB g F X . Since
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .A g L X, X l F X, X , Proposition 2.4, the Atkinson theorem and Eq.
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .4.1 show that B g F X, X and
Ãi A s yi B . 4.4Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .On the other hand, since F X is a closed two-sided ideal containing
Ž . Ž . Ž .K X we conclude that W g F X . Thus, Eq. 4.3 together with Lemma
Ã Ã Ã Ãw x Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .2.1 and 13, Lemma 2.2 gives A q T B g F X and i A q T B s 0.
Ã ÃNext, applying Atkinson's theorem and Proposition 2.3 we get A q T g
ÃŽ .F X, X and
Ã Ãi A q T s yi B . 4.5Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, Eqs. 4.4 , 4.5 , and 4.1 imply i A q T s i A which completes
the proof. Q.E.D.
The next result shows that Theorem 3.1 for i s 2, 4, 5, and 6 remains valid
Ž .if we replace F X by the set of A-weakly compact perturbations.
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let A g C X and let T g AF X . If X has the property
DP, then
s A s s A q T for i s 2, 4, 5.Ž . Ž .ei ei
Ž . Ž . Ž .Assume, further, that Cs A is connected and neither r A nor r A q Te5
is empty, then
s A s s A q T . eŽ . Ž .e6 e6
Proof. The proof uses Proposition 4.1 and may be derived in a similar
way to that of Theorem 3.1. So, it is omitted. Q.E.D.
As a consequence of the previous theorem we have:
Ž .COROLLARY 4.1. Let A g C X . If X has the property DP, then
s A s s A q T for i s 2, 4, 5.Ž . Ž .Fei ei
Ž .TgA F X
Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er, if s A - ‘ and the complement Cs A of s A is connected,e5 e5
then
s A s s A q T . eŽ . Ž .Fe6 e6
Ž .TgA F X
Ž .In the previous section, it is shown Theorem 3.2 that the definition of
Ž .s . may be stated in terms of weakly compact operators which improvese5
Ž . Ž .slightly 2.1 . Here we shall prove that this result is not optimal and 3.4
may expressed in terms of A-weakly compact perturbations. Precisely, we
have:
Ž .THEOREM 4.2. Let A g C X . If X has the property DP, then
s A s s A q T . eŽ . Ž .Fe5
Ž .TgA F X
For the proof we prepare two lemmas.
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a closed linear operator on a Banach space X and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žsuppose that r A / B. If T g AF X then, for each l g r A , T l y
.y1 Ž .A g F X . e
5 5Proof. Let U be a bounded subset of X, i.e., ’r ) 0 such that x F r
Ž .y1; x g U. Let x g U and let y s l y A x. Then
y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y q Ay s y q x y l y s l y A x q x y l l y A xŽ . Ž .
y1< <F 1 q l l y A q 1 r - ‘.Ž . Ž .
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y1 ÃŽ .Therefore, V s l y A U is bounded in the metric of X. Consequently
the set TV is weakly compact on X. Also, note that
y1T l y A x s Ty ; x g U.Ž .
Ž .y1Clearly, if one of the sets T l y A U, TV is weakly compact, then the
other one is also weakly compact. Q.E.D.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.2. Let A g C X and let T g AF X . If X has the property
Ž .DP, then T is A q T -weakly compact on X.
Remark 4.2. A result in the spirit of Lemma 4.2 for relatively compact
Ž w x w x.perturbations for the definition see, for example, 11 or 18 exists in the
wliterature. Here, our statement was inspired by 11, Theorem 1.11, p.
x194 . e
 4 Ž .  4Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let x : D A q T , we assume that x andn n
Ž . 4  4A q T x are bounded sequences. We have to show that Tx containsn n
Ž .a weakly convergent subsequence. Since T g AF X , it suffices to show
 4that Ax contains a bounded subsequence. Suppose this is not true son
5 5 X 5 5 X Ž . Xthat Ax “ ‘. Set x s x r Ax then x “ 0, A q T x “ 0 andn n n n n n
 X 4  X 4Tx in bounded. Hence, Tx contains a weakly convergent subsequence.n n
 4Using the fact that X has the property DP and replacing x by a suitablen
X X Ž . Xsubsequence, we may assume that Tx “ x. Then Ax s A q T x yn n n
TxX “ yx. Since xX “ 0 and A is closed, we must have x s 0. But thisn n
X 5 X 5contradicts the fact that yx is the limit of Ax where Ax s 1. Q.E.D.n n
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.2.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 4.2. Set J [ F s A q T . if l f J, thenT g A F Ž X .
Ž . Ž .there exists T g AF X such that l g r A q T , i.e., l g F andŽ AqT .
Ž . Ž .i l y A y T s 0. Using Lemma 4.2 one sees that T is A q T -weakly
Ž .y1 Ž .compact. Hence, by Lemma 4.1, we have T l y A y T g F X . Since
Ž . ŽX has the property DP, it follows from Proposition 4.1 ii that I q T l y
.y1 Ž . Ž Ž .y1 .A y T g F X and i I q T l y A y T s 0. Next, using the rela-
Ž Ž .y1 .Ž .tion l y A s I q T l y A y T l y A y T together with Atkin-
Ž . Ž . Žson's theorem one gets l g F and i l y A s 0, i.e., l f s A seeA e5
. Ž .Proposition 2.2 . This shows s A : J. The opposite containment fol-e5
Ž . Ž .lows from K X : AF X . Q.E.D.
The next result shows that Proposition 3.2 remains valid for A-weakly
compact operators.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A g C X and assume that X has the property
Ž . Ž . Ž .DP. If T g AF X and s A s s A , then there is at most a denum-e6 e5
brable set S of complex number such that
s A q mT s s AŽ . Ž .e6 e6
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Ž .for m f S . If Cs A consists of a finite number of components, then S ise6
discrete. e
Proof. It is verbatim the proof of Proposition 3.2. We replace only
Theorem 3.1 by Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D.
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